Abstract: Suspended core fiber tapers with different cross sections (with diameters from 70 μm to 120 μm) are produced by filament heating. Before obtaining the taper, the spectral behavior of the suspended core fiber is a multimode interference structure. When the taper is made, an intermodal interference between a few modes is observed. This effect is clearly visible for low taper core dimensions. Since the core and cladding do not collapse, two taper regions exist, one in the core and the other in the cladding. The cladding taper does not affect the light transmission, only the core is reduced to a microtaper. The spectral response of the microtaper based-suspended core fiber is similar to a beat of two interferometers. The strain is applied to the microtaper, and with the reduction in the transverse area, an increase in sensitivity is observed. When the taper is immersed in a liquid with a different index of refraction or subjected to temperature variations, no spectral change occurs.
Introduction
Optical fibers based on silica have become an irreplaceable asset in telecommunications, data transport and sensing. Low loss single mode fibers (SMFs) have revolutionized telecommunications but fall short when much smaller dimensions are needed for integrated photonic devices. Fiber tapering of conventional fibers to reduce the waveguide dimensions has been thoroughly investigated. The taper adiabaticity and shape have been extensively studied [1, 2] . Many fiber tapering techniques have been developed such as pulling the fiber around a heated sapphire rod [3] , CO 2 lasers [4] , and flame-brushing [5] . Low-loss tapers with subwavelength diameters offer empowering optical and mechanical properties such as strong confinement and consequent non-linear interactions [6] , large evanescent fields [5] , and high mechanical strength [7] .
In the last 15 years, microstructured optical fibers have attracted a lot of attention due to their excellent properties. Over the last decade, the tapering of microstructured optical fibers has been perfected [8, 9] , and very interesting optical microstructures have been developed. It was shown that microstructured optical fibers could be tapered while retaining their cross-sectional profiles with little or no distortion [10] . The cross-sectional profile could thus be scaled down proportionally producing structures with very small core diameters. Magi et al. [10] were the first to achieve a pitch below 300 nm in a tapered holey fiber. Tapered holey fiber sensors as temperature-independent strain sensors were also reported [11] . Tapered microstructured optical fibers have also been employed for the efficient generation of the supercontinuum [6] .
In this paper, the tapering of a suspended core fiber (SCF) is investigated. In particular, an SCF with a small core diameter was tapered down reducing even more its diameter. Tapers of different cross-sections were produced by filament heating and were characterized in the strain, temperature, and external index of refraction. Figure 1 illustrates the experimental setup used to produce and characterize the suspended core fiber tapers. The tapers were produced using a VYTRAN-glass processing workstation. The VYTRAN (GPX-3000 series) is a glass processing platform that performs fusion splicing and tapering of specialty fibers. The system consists of a filament heater, precision stages with multi-axis control (fiber holding blocks) and a microscopic high resolution CCD imaging system. The filament heater has a wide temperature range (from 100 ℃ to 3000 ℃) which allows the fusion and processing of various fiber types and sizes. The working principle is based on heating a portion of the fiber in the filament heater to its softening point while applying a tensile force by pulling the fiber with the holding blocks. As the fiber is elongated, its cross sectional area will be reduced accordingly. Taper properties can be ascertained by means of a graphic interface. The tapers were fabricated in the microstructured fiber (IPHT) with 8.4-μm and 128-μm core and cladding diameters, respectively. This fiber had four holes with diameters of 22 μm each and a bridge width of 1.5 μm. 10-mm-length tapers were made in SCF sections that in turn were spliced between two single-mode fibers (SMF28). A broadband source in the 1550-nm spectral range and an optical spectrum analyzer were used to monitor in real time the tapering process. A similar experimental setup was used to characterize the SCF tapers with increasing strain. But in this case a setup without the filament heater was used. One can observe from Fig. 2 that when the original SCF is tapered, both core and cladding diameters are reduced. It should be noted that the core and cladding have proportional reductions but the cross sectional profile is maintained. Even at 32% of the original size, the holes do not collapse. The core geometry is maintained all through the process, and therefore, the waveguide suffers a uniform reduction. The ratio between diameters of the core and cladding is 0.069±0.002. The tapers are also immersed in a liquid with a refractive index of 1.36, and no change in the spectral response occurs, confirming that the holes did not collapsed. Figure 2 also shows a photo of the taper region which confirms this behavior. Before tapering, the sensing head acts as a multimode interference devicethe light field propagating along the input SMF enters the SCF section, and several modes are excited. This interference appears because different modes, which propagate along the SCF with different phase velocities, are recombined at the splice between the single mode fiber and SCF, and in this case, a well-defined notch peak at about 1585 nm appears (as shown in Fig. 3(a) ). After tapering, intermodal interference appears, as shown in Fig.  3(b) . This occurs due to the reduction in the core diameter and consequent reduction in the number of propagating modes. Figure 3(b) shows a new spectral response when compared with Fig. 3(a) . A beat signal appears due to the combination of two or more interferometers. These interferometers are combined in the splice but are created in two different regions namely in the tapered and untapered regions.
Experimental results and discussion
For strain characterization, the sensor heads were placed on micrometric translation stages and subjected to controlled stretching. Of the total length of the fiber on which strain was applied (approximately 135 mm), only the section from 25 mm to 30 mm was made up of suspended core fiber. Of the SCF section, only about 10 mm were tapered to different diameters.
In Fig. 4 , different strain sensitivities for the 80-µm and 120-µm SCF tapers are clearly identifiable. Figure 5 shows that the strain sensitivity increases when the taper diameter decreases. This behavior is expected [12] . The sensing head is composed by an SCF section combined with a fused taper. The strain gauge of the sensing head has a total length of L total = L taper + L fiber . If strain ( taper ) is applied to the taper structure, at constant temperature, the wavelength will be shifted by  taper according to
where  0 is a constant characteristic of the fiber material, which can be easily determined experimentally by analyzing the variation of the wavelength as a function of the strain of the untapered SCF at constant temperature. However, if the strain is applied to the entire sensor, then an unequal load of the stress will appear along each section of the sensor depending on the mechanical resistance. In particular, the strain loads applied to the SCF and the fused taper are related according to where E is the Young modulus of the sensor material, and A i (i = fiber or taper) is the cross-sectional area of the suspended core fiber in the untapered and tapered regions, respectively. It is assumed that the mechanical properties of the material in both suspended core fiber and taper regions are the same. Consequently, the strain applied to the two sensor sections and the cladding diameters are related according to 
where L taper and L fiber are the lengths of the sensor sections, and ΔL taper and ΔL fiber are the extensions of the taper and the fiber, respectively. By definition, the total longitudinal strain of the sensing head is given by
This approximation is valid when considering a sensing head composed of fibers with different diameters. Nevertheless, in the case of tapered fibers, this approximation can be very accurate, even more so if the taper transitions are short when compared with the taper length. In this case, even though the VYTRAN splicing machine provides long transition regions, it also provides a long taper with a uniform diameter.
By combining (3)- (5), it is possible to derive the relationship between the strains applied to the whole sensor as
where ε 0 is the total strain applied to the structure. By substituting (6) into (1), the wavelength shift can be rewritten as
from which one can obtain the strain sensitivity of the whole sensing head
The final strain sensitivity is in reality given by the strain sensitivity of the untapered fiber ( 0 ) affected by a factor that is greater than one for the tapered fiber (d taper < d fiber ). As d taper becomes smaller, this multiplying factor becomes larger, and therefore the strain sensitivity increases. All this is confirmed by the results shown in Fig. 5 . The obtained mean strain sensitivity to the taper size determined was (2.7±0.1) × 10 -2 strain -1 . From 120 μm (-1.73 pm/με) to 80 μm (-2.83 pm/με), the strain sensitivity increased 64% (as shown in Fig. 4 ). Also that plotted in Fig. 5 is the theoretical estimate given by (8) . From this, it is possible to estimate  0 to be -1.7 pm/με. This approximation is within experimental error which confirms the applicability of the previous strain sensitivity deduction to these tapers. The SCF tapers were also subjected to temperature variations, but no sensitivity to such variations was observed. Figure 6 presents the spectral response of the 70-μm SCF taper at 30 ℃ and 70 ℃ where no discernable wavelength shift can be detected. This result is expected due to the properties of the SCF. The fiber is made of pure silica, and its thermo-optic coefficient is very low. 
Conclusions
To summarize, tapers from 70 μm to 120 μm were produced on an originally 125-μm SCF and characterized. They were deemed to have very low temperature and external refractive index sensitivities but extremely high sensitivity to the applied strain. Sensitivities of -1.73 pm/με and -3.12 pm/με for 120-μm and 70-μm taper structures, respectively, were obtained. An increase in the strain sensitivity with a decreasing taper diameter was observed. It was also verified that even when the SCF was tapered down to 40 μm, the holes did not collapse.
These tapered suspended core fiber structures have advantages when compared to normal fiber tapers as sensing elements. Besides having enhanced the strain sensitivity, they also have very low temperature sensitivity and are protected from external medium perturbations due to the strong confinement of light in an air-silica waveguide.
